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Facts You Need To Know About the Top 5 Cleanest Cities in Canada – Meta Description: Canada is known 

worldwide for its cleanliness. What are their methods and good management services? 

The Top 5 Cleanest Cities in Canada  

Canada is a very eco-friendly country. Its mayors and major cities are known to be very good at 

managing waste services. They also have many educational programs when it comes to keeping the 

environment clean.  The five top cleanest cities in Canada are: Calgary, Montreal, Vancouver, Ottawa, 

and Toronto.  

Calgary is well known because it has a great railway system. It also has a lot of natural resources. Their 

waste management program is in place to help out with the recyclable material that other people may 

not notice.  The City Council created the Clean Calgary Association, and they have helped to have 

cleaning to be important in the hearts of the cities people. It is open for any resident to register and be a 

part of their educational workshops. Residents in Ottawa are encouraged to be eco-friendly, which is 

why the council in Ottawa puts 7 million dollars every year into keeping the city clean.  They even 

encourage residents to skate to work instead of using their cars on the road during the winter time.  

They believe that by doing this the world will be cleaner. 

 In Montreal they have a program that focuses on reducing smog in the area. They encourage their 

residents to not ride their cars, and to keep their homes from using too much energy, by using a 

fluorescent lights.  Using fluorescent lights can reduce chemicals that are toxic. In Vancouver, it is well 

known that many residents have gardens on the rooftop. They also consistently use public transport. 

The mayor of Vancouver, Greg Robinson tries to make sure that many people are involved in commuting 

and sharing cars. This way the city can remain the greenest city in the world. 

 In Toronto they put aside time every year to encourage businesses to go green.  Canada in general 

manages waste well. Recently in 2010 there was action done in Toronto’s industrial industry. It pushed 

Toronto’s residents to be cautious when it comes to taking care of their waste. The industrial work that 

goes on in a city can impact the toxic levels of the city. It can also endanger the cleanliness of a city. 

Extensive training is given to residents so they can know how to keep their area as clean as possible. The 

Clean Canada Expo puts this city in the spotlight by praising them for managing waste in a proper 

manner. 

Why M&M Disposal and Bin Rental Services Is A Great Choice 

M&M Disposal and Bin Rental Services is a great company when you need help with your waste disposal. 

They make sure that it's easy for you to when it comes to storage rental container and garbage bin 

rental.  They will not only make sure your basement is cleaned up; they will even remove items for you.  

Once you give them a job they take care of everything and their pricing is very cheap. In London, Ontario 

it is very easy to make for your waste to be managed well and for you to get a storage rental container 

and garbage bin rental.  They also make sure that all the items will be donated or recycled. Rent the first 

Bin and get 20% off your next bin rental. You can feel free to contact them at 519-649-6440.  


